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INTRODUCTION
I MMERSIVE Analytics (IA) is an emerging research theme that builds on the recent evolution of computer interfaces, visualization and data science. IA seeks to investigate the use of novel display and interface technologies in analytical reasoning and decision making [1] , with an ultimate goal to develop multisensory, collaborative, interactive systems that allow users to be immersed in their data. In this paper we explore the paradigm of Virtual Reality (VR) as a medium for creating IA experiences for the visualization of abstract data. Despite the fact that VR has been around for decades, the recent emergence of affordable, commercially available head-mounted-displays (HMDs), such as the HTC Vive [2] and Oculus Rift [3] , has reinvigorated the interest in all things VR.
Following our early preliminary investigations [4] , [5] , [6] , we were motivated to create a framework that would enable developers of any expertise to create consumable, interactive, immersive data visualizations using standards-based Web technologies. Addressing this challenge, we present our Web-based IA framework, <VRIA>, designed to facilitate the creation of IA experiences in VR (Figure 1 ), using standards-based Web technologies, and via a visualization creation workflow suitable for developers of all expertise levels. <VRIA>'s ultimate goal is to enable researchers to build and share IA experiences for the open Web, as consumable web components, that can be experienced through a plethora of VR capable devices, with a single code-base, in a similar manner to the contemporary, responsive Web.
Our motivation for creating <VRIA> as a Web-based tool, and with Web-based output, is based on the notion that the Web is the most ubiquitous, collaborative and platform-independent way to build and share information [7] . By creating <VRIA> as a native Web service, our intention is to democratize the development of IA solutions, building upon recent standards in the domain of the immersive Web. In the next section we elaborate on this motivation in more detail, and highlight the advantages of our approach.
The <VRIA> framework described in this paper significantly extends preliminary investigations that discussed early, now superseded, versions of our framework [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] . The current incarnation of <VRIA> presented in this work is suitable for novice and expert users with varied programming and visualization experience, has an updated architecture and capabilities, a new visualization creation workflow and a Web-based building tool.
In this regard, we discuss <VRIA> into four main strands, corresponding to our main contributions from this paper: i) A description of <VRIA>'s visualization creation workflow (Section 4), emphasizing usage patterns for novice, intermediate and expert users, along with the corresponding tools that they can utilize.
ii) A detailed account of <VRIA>'s underlying implementation and features, emphasizing architectural choices, interaction mechanisms, performance optimizations and scalability implications (Section 5).
iii) A comprehensive set of use cases demonstrating the various features and capabilities of <VRIA> (Section 6).
iv) A discussion on current limitations of <VRIA>, and similar Web-based systems, and how these can be addressed in future work (Section 7). We also discuss lessons learned from the design and development of our framework (Section 8). We also elaborate on our motivation (Section 2) to use Web technologies and briefly discuss the current state-of-the-art in creating VR experiences for the Web. In addition, we present prior visualization works that have inspired the development of <VRIA> (Section 3), focusing in particular on a comparison with frameworks and toolkits that facilitate the creation of IA tools and demonstrations.
MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
The Web can be the most platform-independent way to build and share visualizations, thus achieving ubiquity and strong support for collaboration [7] . As Roher and Swing [9] highlight, 'the Web provides a flexible means for linking applications, data, information, and users'. It is, therefore, no surprise that the most popular technologies for data visualization nowadays are from the Web technologies ecosystem and are essentially based on openstandards. Libraries and tools such as D3.js [10] , Processing.js, Protovis [11] and Vega [12] , [13] have been shaping the landscape of contemporary data visualization tools.
More importantly, these tools allow the production of interactive data visualizations as easily shareable, reusable and consumable components, that can be integrated with other Web-based tools, through the Document Object Model (DOM). The DOM provides a common abstraction layer, comprising a set of intrinsic object functions and their properties, such as a drawing space (e.g., canvas), data structures (e.g., JSON), formatting (CSS), or more exotic features such as real-time communications (WebRTC), geolocation (Geolocation API) or WebVR [14] . Alongside the DOM, the Web ecosystem provides an execution environment, JavaScript, that allows these features to interact with each other and users. As all Web-based applications are built on top of this abstraction layer, they share a common language, and can be consumed by each other, or other tools. Consumption in this case is not limited to merely re-displaying or extracting base information, but includes modification and interoperation across tools and services. Contrary to VR applications created with a game engine or even their WebGL export, an application built for the Web (and not on the Web) is truly consumable and can be loosely coupled with other systems. This approach is not new, as tools such as Webstrates [15] and Vistrates [16] work on the same principles. We explore the influence of those tools on <VRIA>, in Section 3.
The WebVR API [14] , [17] , and its successor WebXR [18] , provide the link between VR and the DOM via Javascript. WebVR is an open specification API that has been gaining support with browser vendors and allows developers to build VR, and soon Mixed Reality (MR), applications that can be experienced in a Web browser, and make use of the HTML DOM, much like the aforementioned visualization libraries. Moreover, WebVR offers a level of platform independence that extends beyond the browser, as it can detect the available display hardware and corresponding handheld controllers, tailoring VR experiences to the user's current hardware set-up (a feature called progressive enhancement [14] ). This way, with a single code-base, a VR scene can be experienced via a standards-compliant browser in most contemporary HMDs, conventional monitors and smartphones. [17] WebVR is currently under active development and will eventually be replaced by the WebXR Device API, which will also incorporate MR capabilities [18] . VR experiences built with WebVR, such as the ones produced with <VRIA>, can be reused as consumable components from a variety of systems and services in the Webecosystem. This can consequently result in the democratization of the development of IA systems and enable more in-depth and varied investigations of immersive data visualization.
Overall, <VRIA> has the following high level features, derived from prior-work influences, discussed in the next section: i) <VRIA> is built entirely on open-standards Web technologies.
ii) Achieves platform independence through the use of Web technologies and WebVR's progressive enhancement features. iii) Employs a declarative grammar that resembles Vega-lite and makes our toolkit more accessible and compatible with other visualization tools. iv) Produces shareable, distributable and consumable immersive visualization outputs that can be easily integrated into other applications, and accessed via the HTML DOM. v) Provides alternative development paths through: a) an optional, end-to-end visualization creation tool called the <VRIA> Builder that comes packaged with <VRIA> and is suitable for users with no prior programming experience, or b) via a programming API suitable for seasoned developers.
RELATED WORK
Although the term 'Immersive Analytics' was only recently coined by Chandler et al. [19] , many aspects of beyond-the-desktop visualizations [7] have been previously explored. For example, Lee et al. [20] discuss post-WIMP (Window-Icon-Mouse-Pointer) interactions; Elmqvist et al. [21] explore fluid, natural interactions for information visualization; Elmqvist and Pourang [22] describe the notion of ubiquitous analytics; Jansen and Dragicevic [23] propose an interaction model for beyond-the desktop; and Willet et al. [24] discuss situated and embedded data representations. Amongst this multi-flavored research thrust, VR has a prominent place as one of the earliest paradigms for beyond-thedesktop visualization (e.g, [25] , [26] , [27] ). In 2000, Van Dam et al. [25] presented a research agenda that included a call to action on how VR could be an effective medium for scientific visualization. Along with the ever-present challenges of display technologies, rendering performance, collaboration facilitation and interaction, Van Dam et al. highlighted a major obstacle being the lack of standardization that enables interoperability for the development of VR systems. Their observation, which we believe still applies to all genres of visualization, is the root of our aforementioned motivations, albeit in a manner that seeks to build specifically upon recent advancements of Web technologies [28] .
Immersive Visualization in VR/MR
Aided by the recent availability of new and affordable immersive interfaces, a large number of efforts have emerged over the last decade, both in VR and MR. Examples include investigation on the use of CAVEs, for example in visualizing tensor-valued volumetric datasets [29] , the comparison of CAVEs with HMD-based solutions in immersive network visualization [30] , collaborative immersive worlds that can handle complex data [31] and the immersive display of 3D trajectories, such as for air traffic control [32] . Such usecases demonstrate the potential of VR/MR in analytical settings, and serve as inspiration of what experiences <VRIA> can and will (see future work in Section 8) offer.
Of notable importance to our motivation is the work of Drouhard et al. [33] who combine VR and data analytics in materials science, discussing challenges as safety, cybersickness, interactivity, data computation, feedback elicitation and user behavior acquisition. Importantly, they highlight the requirement for rigorous research evaluations so that this incarnation of VR is not 'wasted' as previous ones have been. <VRIA>'s ultimate goal is to offer a platform upon which investigations on these aspects can be more accessible though the Web, through interoperability with tools assessing such issues. For example, with <VRIA> it is easy to build in-VR questionnaire-based and user-action recording evaluations using simple Web tools, as demonstrated previously [6] .
Approaches that use MR, or its subset Augmented Reality (AR), [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] are also of interest, as many of the underlying technologies of <VRIA> can work on the MR domain [38] as well. In fact, <VRIA> does offer support for basic investigations in MR, using Web-based MR libraries such as AR.js (see Section 7) . The common theme of these aforementioned efforts is that they explore novel ways to interact with data, often seeking to overhaul traditional VR/AR [36] and visualization [34] approaches within the scope of data visualization. We believe that by creating <VRIA>, we provide a framework upon which researchers can build similar, multifaceted investigations on the Web, by combining different peripherals, libraries and systems over the unified abstraction layer that the HTML DOM offers.
Immersive Visualization Toolkits
In addition to the influences described in the previous section, <VRIA> draws inspiration from toolkits which focus specifically on creating data visualizations in VR and MR, developed in the last couple of years. We provide a comparison of <VRIA> to those tools, in Table 1 , highlighting our framework's high-level feature parity, albeit using Web technologies natively and in its entirety. In that regard, reliance on game engines is traded for reliance on open standards, as envisioned by Van Dam et al. [25] .
Cordeil et al. [39] introduce an immersive system built in Unity called ImAxes, which has evolved to IATK [40] , for exploring multivariate data using virtual axes that can be arranged and combined in virtual space, and viewed on VR and AR displays. IATK utilizes an expressive grammar supporting 1D, 2D and 3D orthogonal plots. Visualizations are created via the Unity GUI and/or a low-level API allowing for custom visualizations and interactions. DXR [41] is another Unity-based visualization toolkit for rapidly prototyping data visualizations for VR/AR applications. It uses a declarative grammar, similar to that of Vega-Lite. DXR supports custom visual marks, rendering data points as Unity game objects. This results in lower performance compared to IATK where data points are rendered in a single mesh object, allowing computationally expensive tasks to be performed on the GPU instead of the CPU. For both toolkits, exports can be used on the Web via the WebAssembly (Wasm) WebGL export. <VRIA> has a similar philosophy to these toolkits, with regard to the usage features provided to the user, including a declarative grammar, linked-views support, and custom mark specification via A-Frame. However, due to its open-standards Web-based implementation, <VRIA> offers genuine platform independence and a vendoragnostic development ecosystem, usage versatility as it can be used without licensing implications, and shareable, distributable and consumable output without Wasm.
Similar Web-based toolkits have also been developed. VR-Viz is a Web-based visualization library built with A-Frame and React which uses a grammar approach based on that of Vega-Lite [13] . However, it is relatively limited in versatility, as the visualizations are 'baked' into the renderer mechanisms and are effectively standalone depictions. Moreover, our work has significant differences to VR-Viz in terms of performance optimizations, usability and the visualization creation workflow (see subsection 5.2). Stardust [42] , a GPU-based visualization library, harnesses the power of WebGL to perform visualization rendering, and offers an alternative to HTML5 Canvas, D3, and Vega for large numbers of graphical marks. Startdust shares similarities with our work, such as a declarative data model, web-technologies and WebVR support. However it leaves mechanisms such as visualization linking, VR interactions to other tools, and hence is not included in our comparison table. <VRIA>, on the other hand, provides a holistic framework for building consumable IA experiences on the Web, as VR spaces, with support for a variety of interface devices. Fig. 2 . Visualization creation workflow demonstrating how <VRIA> is suitable for users with different levels of programming experience. Novice users can upload datasets to the <VRIA> builder tool and quickly produce immersive visualizations without coding. Intermediate users can use the builder to create a visualization configuration file or write one from scratch to use in their application. Finally, advanced users can make use of <VRIA>'s API to develop additional features (see subsection 5.4).
Influences of Information Visualization Toolkits
In addition to the aforementioned influences, we have built <VRIA> to provide support for a number of established mechanisms and contemporary approaches that facilitate the creation of visualizations. The importance of this approach is twofold. First and foremost, <VRIA> seeks to integrate good practices from the visualization domain, and become a genuinely enabling technology for visualization researchers who are used to said techniques on non-immersive, Web-based tools and systems. Secondly, by doing so, <VRIA> is purposefully built for Immersive Analytics and can therefore produce more streamlined output, rather than being an add-on to a game engine that has a wider scope and purpose. For example, we separate a visualization's specification from its implementation using a declarative grammar based on Vega-Lite [13] , motivated by the latter's wide adoption, conciseness and expressiveness. We highlight commonalities and differences between our grammar and Vega-lite in subsection 5.2. We also provide building blocks for creating custom visualization designs, influenced by the DOM and tools such as Prefuse [43] and in a broader sense by the InfoVis toolkit [44] . This allows developers to rapidly prototype (Section 4) custom visualizations and interactions via simple configuration files, with A-Frame and React components, as well as by using <VRIA>'s declarative API (subsection 5.2). Finally, we integrate D3.js [10] , which provides powerful data transformation and manipulation mechanisms, and is a library many visualization developers are familiar with.
More importantly, beyond the aforementioned operational similarities with visualization tools, <VRIA>'s philosophy has strong similarities to Webstrates. Webstrates is based on the notion of components, shareable among many users, distributable across many devices and maleable by users. <VRIA> has a similar character, in terms of the created outputs, which we deem as shareable, distributable and consumable. We prefer the term consumable as it emphasizes the reuse of <VRIA>'s exports in other contexts. However, <VRIA> does not have, or define the underlying infrastructure that these tools have. In that regard, the similarities are due to the use of Web technologies, and the DOM as the underlying and unifying mechanisms, rather than by dedicated architectural design. Nonetheless, being part of the Web ecosystem, we envision scenarios where <VRIA>'s components could be used along with, or consumed by, like-minded tools such as Vistrates [16] . In many ways, both approaches converge on Mackay's [45] vision of augmenting the environment through interactive, networked objects, which in many ways extends more traditional definitions of AR [46] by Milgram and Kishino [47] , and Azuma [48] . We believe that by building VR-based interfaces with this ultimate vision in mind, the transition to MR-capable tools will be easier. This is also why with <VRIA> we have already explored the integration of basic AR capabilities, facilitated by the HTML DOM and popular AR-enabling JavaScript libraries (see Section 7).
VISUALIZATION CREATION WORKFLOW
We have designed <VRIA> to be accessible to novices and experts alike by providing different, yet complementary, creation workflows. Figure 2 outlines how users of different levels of expertise and abilities in programming visualizations can utilize <VRIA>. The starting assumption is, naturally, that users have a dataset they want to visualize in an immersive manner. <VRIA> currently supports the visualization of tabular data in JSON or CSV format. From this stage of the <VRIA> workflow, users can follow different development paths to generate interactive and immersive WebVR visualizations, based on their expertise.
For example, users with some programming ability might choose to use the builder to generate a <VRIA> visualization configuration file which they can then use in their WebVR application code. Likewise, users with expertise with grammarbased visualization tools might choose to port an existing Vega-Lite or other similar configuration file into the <VRIA> grammar, test and customize it in the builder, and then integrate it in their application code. Finally, users with previous WebVR development experience can harness <VRIA>'s API to develop new visualizations and interactions.
The <VRIA> Builder (for beginners)
The <VRIA> Builder (see Figure 3 ), is aimed mainly at nonprogrammers and is a Web application available on the project's website. It also comes packaged with <VRIA>'s NodeJS module. It is essentially intended to be used as a tool for learning the grammar, as well as a demonstration of the visualizations that <VRIA> is capable of producing. Furthermore it allows users to conveniently prototype and test immersive experiences without leaving the browser. In this regard, it can also facilitate rapid prototyping and iterative development of visualization designs for power users as well. This frictionless ability to rapidly prototype visualization designs and get instant feedback makes <VRIA> accessible to a wider audience. Last but not least, the Builder is an example of <VRIA>'s consumable nature, as it is essentially a GUI-wrapper for customizing <VRIA>'s scenes.
The <VRIA> builder enables designers to build-up a visualization configuration, iteratively customize it and immediately see the results. The resulting visualization can be viewed within the builder as a 3D interactive scene, or immersively via a VR headset. The builder's graphical user interface (GUI) allows a user to upload their own dataset or choose from a set of examples. These examples can then be configured via a set of drop-down menus, allowing the user to set various parameters including the type and shape of marks, and channel encodings. The advantage of presenting parameters in this way is that it requires no prior knowledge of the grammar, whereas users do not have to worry about having to fathom JSON, with which they may be unfamiliar. The builder works in a similar way to that of DXR's in-situ GUI, although it is not part of the VR scene and cannot yet be viewed from within the VR headset. We plan to offer this feature in a future version to let designers tailor their visualizations immersively. From within the builder, users can also browse a gallery of example plots which can act as templates. These plots can be loaded in, edited in-situ and immediately previewed which serves to speed up the learning and development process.
<VRIA> for non-WebVR developers
The <VRIA> builder also serves to accelerate the learning process and productivity of more experienced programmers, especially those that have little to no WebVR development experience. As such users are more likely to have used JSON before, they may be more inclined to edit any configuration files directly, as opposed to using the builder's GUI, which may be tedious if they're already familiar with the grammar.
For developers who are new to writing WebVR experiences, the simplest way to get started with <VRIA> is to create a new React project; however, with a few extra steps, <VRIA> can be integrated into an existing non-React project, with the only requirement being that the overarching application makes use of A-Frame scenes. As shown in Figure 2 , intermediate users can write a configuration file themselves or produce one through the builder, which they can then export and integrate into a standalone application.
<VRIA> for WebVR developers
As the builder is responsible for parsing and generating visualization configuration files for standard <VRIA> features, any new bespoke features that are developed with the API will not be available in the builder. Thus, an advanced standalone project that uses <VRIA>'s API is beyond the scope of the builder's intended purpose. For users who have experience with WebVR
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Three.js JavaScript Fig. 4 . <VRIA> is built upon the WebVR stack. At the lower level, the browser acts as a rendering engine. WebVR manages the interface with the HMD and its controllers (via the Gamepad Extensions API), or the necessary fallback to a non-immersive display (e.g., a desktop display in 2D). WebGL handles hardware acceleration for the 3D graphics. All 3D graphics are managed by Three.js and, at a higher level, A-Frame. At the top of the stack, <VRIA> utilizes other JavaScript libraries including React and D3.js (see Section 5) . and A-Frame programming, the builder is still useful for learning the grammar and prototyping the initial structure of their <VRIA> application. We elaborate on the <VRIA> API and how it can extend applications in subsection 5.2
THE <VRIA> FRAMEWORK
<VRIA> is a JavaScript (NodeJS) module written in React, a JavaScript library for building user interfaces, and A-Frame, a framework for building WebVR experiences. A-Frame is an entity component framework that provides declarative, extensible, and composable structure to Three.js [49] , [50] , an open-source Javascript library that enables programming of 3D scenes in a Web browser (see Figure 4 ). Three.js uses the HTML5 canvas element, SVG or WebGL as rendering engines and features a scene-graph, several cameras, navigation modes, shaders (including custom) and material support. <VRIA>, through A-Frame, provides support for all major HMDs and their handheld controllers, including the six degrees of freedom (6DOF) HTC Vive/Focus, Oculus Touch/Quest and Windows MR dual controllers, as well as 3DOF Daydream, Oculus Go and Gear VR single controllers.
More importantly, A-Frame exposes an HTML DOM scene graph that React can use to efficiently update only the parts of our scene that require re-rendering. While operations such as searching, modifying, adding and removing nodes from the HTML DOM are very fast, re-painting large parts of the DOM tree can be computationally expensive. React uses a virtual DOM to calculate the differences in the HTML DOM before and after a change, so that only the affected nodes get re-rendered. When re-rendering a DOM tree for a data visualization, with potentially thousands of data points, reducing unnecessary re-paints is essential.
How <VRIA> works
The internal process that <VRIA> undergoes to convert a dataset and visualization configuration file into an immersive and interactive WebVR visualization, is depicted in a highlevel overview in Figure 5 . First <VRIA> interprets a provided visualization configuration file (vis config), inferring any missing values, filling them with appropriate defaults. The complete configuration is then used to map data to graphical marks and their visual encoding channels. Once all of the mappings are completed, values are passed through to the visualization renderer which constructs the visualization, user interface controls, axes and legends etc., and adds them to the scene. Configuration interpretation and data mapping takes place at runtime and as a result any changes to the dataset or visualization configuration will permeate through a <VRIA> application to respond in real time. As well as producing details-on-demand by hovering over marks with an HMD controller or gaze cursor, interactions alter the visibility of marks via query filters and toggles, and can be triggered by built-in or custom controls. All interactions are real-time. 
Architectural Overview
<VRIA> is packaged as a NodeJS module which exposes a React component of the same name plus an API for extended functionality.
The exact structure and implementation of the high-level DOM architecture of an application that makes use of <VRIA> is up to the user, and there is no requirement for the whole application to be written in React. <VRIA> can be integrated into existing applications, as long as it makes use of A-Frame scenes to present a virtual environment in which the visualizations can be placed. Figure 6 shows a simplified component tree of an example <VRIA> application and the entry point for the vis config. Fig. 6 . The high-level DOM architecture is written by the user. <VRIA> can be integrated into existing 2D or immersive visualization applications. The low level DOM architecture is generated by <VRIA> based on the visualization configuration (simplified for brevity).
The top level node depicted in Figure 6 is a React component (depicted as ) that contains an A-Frame scene component ( ). The latter can contain any other A-Frame components that a user desires for their scene. For example they may wish to create a virtual office or a sports pitch that they can then overlay with visualizations. The <VRIA> NodeJS module provides a React component called <VRIA> ( ) which must be placed within the A-Frame scene element and should be passed a visualization configuration file ( ). Every aspect of the visualizations that this component generates is mandated by the configuration file that is passed to it. The basic structure of what is generated is shown in Figure 6 . <VRIA> will generate one or more view components ( ), with each containing a single visualization and its corresponding interactions. Each view component maps data to React components ( ) that depict the visualization, and all user interfaces with A-Frame and ThreeJS. They also respond to user interactions which then trigger any required updates to the visualization. Views can be linked together in the vis config, and interactions that are made on any set of views that are linked together will update the other views in that set, with the appropriate filtered result. An example of a boilerplate implementation of the high level DOM architecture can be seen in Figure 7 . Figure 13 ). (b) Example boilerplate code for a <VRIA> application written in React. The vis config is imported into the application and passed to the <VRIA> React component.
Visualization Configuration
<VRIA> currently supports tabular data formatted as JSON or CSV. Data sets may contain any number of fields and records. Supported visualization types currently include Cartesian plots such as scatter plots and bar graphs with more visualization types planned.
<VRIA> provides a simple method of converting a dataset into WebVR-ready 2D and 3D visualizations, coupled with a set of appropriate user interface controls (interactions), through a declarative format described with JSON. This forms a visualization configuration that our framework can interpret (see Figure 5 ). Our grammar is based on Vega-Lite [13] and allows users to create different visualizations through setting parameters, properties and constraints tailored to each visualization type. It does not yet support Vega-Lite's advanced transform functionality, but existing Vega-Lite visualization specifications should need little to no adjustments to work in <VRIA>.
In its most basic form, a visualization configuration file consists of a dataset, the type of graphical mark to use and a set of visual encoding channels which map to individual data points (eg., x, y, z, color, opacity, size, width, height, depth, x-rotation, yrotation and z-rotation) written up in a JSON file or as a Javascript module (see Figure 7) . Omitted fields and settings are inferred during interpretation and are tailored for optimal presentation and comfortable viewing. Mandating that users must specify values for every parameter of the vis config could be cumbersome. Instead, by inferring missing values, the resultant configuration is concise. <VRIA> requires only a vis config for basic functionality. If extra functionality is required, such as a custom set of interactions, graphical marks or channel encodings, then these can be created with A-Frame and <VRIA>'s API.
<VRIA> API
<VRIA> offers sufficient built-in flexibility to design basic charts for many different applications, yet designers may wish to alter certain characteristics of their visualizations and customize them further. For example, they may wish to alter the visual style of a visualization to blend it into the theme of an existing application, where custom marks or custom interaction controls are more appropriate than what is offered as standard. <VRIA> offers the ability to alter the visual properties of visualization features (e.g., axes, titles, legends, UI controls etc.) through the vis config. However, for adding custom marks, encoding channels and interaction UI controls, designers will need to utilize <VRIA>'s API. With the API, developers can map inputs and UI controls to data transformations, which are then reflected in the visualization. The exact nature of the interactions and UI controls are left to the user; the framework then connects everything together. Primitive shapes, models, animations and any physics-based UI controls (e.g., pushable buttons, sliders etc.) can be created with A-Frame and then integrated into a visualization via the API and vis config.
The API reports the current state of each visualization, including information such as all of the currently visible data points. This information can then be consumed by other parts of an application, outside of the context of <VRIA>. This is particularly useful in order to integrate with other tools, which may require information on the current state of a <VRIA> visualization. Data transformations for new visualizations can be implemented from this data with existing libraries such as D3.js. Examples of usage of our API can be seen in Section 6.
Interaction Mechanisms
The ability to provide appropriate interaction mechanisms based on the platform and hardware available to users is critical for Web-based IA applications. The Web's ubiquitousness is very much based on the notion of adaptability and responsiveness. <VRIA> utilizes A-Frame's capability to provide suitable interaction mechanisms regardless of available hardware, employing progressive enhancement [17] . An example of this might be offering a drag interaction in the form of two separate gaze clicks at the extremities of the desired selection. Most of the applications built with <VRIA> for our use cases (see Section 6) are not intended for use on smartphones. However, when viewed on a smartphone the user is still able to fully interact with every UI control available, through touch-based interaction when not in VR mode, and gaze interactions when using Google Cardboard. UI controls (e.g., sliders, buttons, toggles, marks etc.) are bound to the depicted data and update the visibility of marks according to the type of interaction which is being made. Since <VRIA> employs progressive enhancement strategies, the UI controls which enable the various types of interactions that are available depend on the platform and hardware that are currently available to the user. Custom UI controls can be created with the <VRIA> API.
Selection, Filtering and Details on Demand are facilitated in <VRIA> through a set of interaction types which can be selectively enabled or disabled via the vis config. <VRIA> supports gaze and controller-based selection for filtering tasks and details on demand. Multi-dimensional queries are also possible through constraint combinations. See subsection 6.2 for further description and usage examples of these interaction mechanisms.
Brushing and linking capabilities are also enabled through the vis config. <VRIA> provides a mechanism to constrain the range of variables per axis resulting in filtered selections which can then be mapped across linked views. <VRIA>'s support for the linking of visualizations with multiple coordinated views enables the developer to compose combinations of visualizations and integrate them with existing scenes, or to create dashboards. Each view can be filtered and the results from such operations will update all other linked views in the scene.
Performance and Scalability
Maintaining adequate frame rates, while rendering high number of data points, is one of the most challenging aspects of building a VR experience. A web browser's resultant frame budget is typically 16.6ms for a common 60Hz display [51] . For a VR scene using a HMD such as the Oculus Rift or HTC Vive, the frame budget will be 11ms as these devices have a 90Hz refresh rate. Desktop displays usually only require a scene to be rendered in mono, whereas a VR headset requires a stereo image, leaving just 5.5ms to create an image for each eye. Consequently, performing the necessary computations for rendering each frame in time can be challenging. If the frame budget is exceeded, the browser is unable to render a new frame, which results in (at least) a lost frame, leading to uncomfortable VR experiences and increased risk of cybersickness. Therefore, certain performance optimizations are necessary. Figure 8 depicts a performance profile of <VRIA>, rendering a scatter-plot of different numbers of data points encoded as spheres. Three platform set-ups are presented: a smartphone, a desktop-HMD set up, and a desktop-monitor set-up. The results demonstrate the challenges inherent in Web-based VR with frame rates dropping significantly over 1000 points for non-mobile set-ups, and at a slightly slower rate after 100 points for mobile. Nevertheless, the observed performance is very similar to the HoloLens condition reported for IATK [40] . It is also noteworthy that the choice of text rendering can also have a detrimental effect on performance This consequently has implications on labeling strategies required for 3D plots. <VRIA> utilizes Signed Distance Field (SDF) fonts which provide good clarity (crisp edges) and relatively good performance.
In <VRIA>, some performance optimizations incorporated are at the React level, and are intended to provide fine-grained control over when a component should update (e.g., using the aptly named shouldComponentUpdate lifecycle method), preventing unnecessary re-renders. There are also performance optimizations at the ThreeJS level, such as the re-use and merging of object geometries to save on memory and the number of draw calls per frame. Built-in and user-created visualizations and UI controls make use of these optimizations.
Inevitably, if the rendered scene is very complex users will notice stuttering or choppiness ("jank" in JavaScript lingo) when there is motion on the display. One solution is to "debounce" interaction operations, a technique for limiting the rate at which a function can be triggered. In <VRIA> we reduce the jank associated with stacking multiple expensive computations together in quick succession, by waiting for a user's interaction to be completed before attempting a re-render. Furthermore, we batch computations over multiple frames and only render the result once all computations have been made. We achieve this by utilizing a callback function to perform computations on the main event loop, during periods in which the CPU would normally be idle.
USE CASES
To demonstrate the features and versatility of <VRIA> we have devised a set of use cases, which we discuss in this section. The use cases can automatically be viewed and interacted with in VR.
Cartesian Plots
<VRIA> can create simple Cartesian visualizations using configuration files similar to those of Vega-Lite to create one, two (Figure 9 top) and three (Figure 9 bottom) axis scatter plots and bar charts with multiple mark shapes. One and two dimensional charts are supported as they can be useful in linked-view visualizations. These plots can be produced by mapping data fields and their corresponding data type to the x, y or z and other encoding channels in the vis config (highlighted in ). 
Interaction
As aforementioned, interactions can be selectively enabled or disabled via the vis config file, which also allows for the creation of basic selection and filtering controls. New, bespoke interaction controls can be added to <VRIA> via the API. These two approaches allow for both constraints-based interactions and interactions that allow for external manipulation. Figure 10 shows a demonstration of three types of interaction mechanisms in <VRIA> and how these are implemented via the vis config.
The user has filtered the data via three axis filters which denote the threshold of values to show for the particular axis. These can be moved up or down the axes to fine tune the selection. They are enabled in the vis config by adding the filter option to the axis for a particular encoding channel ( ). The user has also filtered the data via the legend, which allows them to selectively toggle the visibility of data in a certain category. This can be enabled in the vis config by adding the filter option to the legend ( ). By hovering over a data point, a user can fetch details-on-demand which are attached to the controller, if one is present, or displayed to the side of the chart otherwise. This interaction is enabled by specifying the tooltip property of the mark ( ). Clicking a data point will freeze the selection and let the user bring the controller closer to further inspect the output. On displays which do not support controller input, say a smartphone, the user is presented with a gaze cursor instead. This interaction is supported on nonimmersive displays via a mouse or touch interaction.
Embedded Visualizations
IA scenes can also include A-Frame assets, upon which we can embed data to give them additional meaning, or enhance their context. Such assets can either be A-Frame primitives, models or combinations of those, and are added in the A-Frame scene alongside <VRIA>. Figure 11 demonstrates a linked and filtered Fig. 11 . Assets can add meaning to visualizations. Here we have created a tennis court asset inside A-Frame and used it to mark out the area over which we place a linked and filtered visualization showing the service game of two tennis players. Fig. 12 . An example of multiple linked views in <VRIA> and their corresponding vis config file (shortened for brevity). Any number of plots can be linked and changes to one of the filters or the legend will update the other views. This example also demonstrates the use of a custom mark. Custom marks can also be 3D models (e.g., gLTF), which are nonetheless expensive to render, hence why we opt for a simpler mark for this example.
visualization of the service of two tennis players which has been placed over a scaled-down tennis court model, created with A-Frame. The tennis court asset puts the data points into context and provides a better understanding of the data, than if the points were presented as regular side-by-side scatter plots, for example. It is possible to remove all chart elements and leave just the marks, so that plots can be used to symbolize data without explicitly inferring its magnitude.
Linked Views and Custom Marks
Linking allows for the output of a selection in one visualization to be mapped to the output of other visualizations and vice versa. Any number of visualizations can be linked together in <VRIA>. Figure 12 shows an example setup using a chunk of the data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository's Automobile Data Set and demonstrates the linking of multiple views. A 3D and 2D scatter plot have been linked together in a single vis config via the views array ( ). The views array contains the mark type and encoding channels associated with each individual plot. These plots use a custom car mark ( ) (loaded via the API), each with an individual width, height and depth corresponding to the size of the car they depict. Any changes to the legend, or filters ( ) in either plot will update the other. The legend in the second plot has been disabled to avoid duplication.
Multiple Users
<VRIA> supports the creation of collaborative environments, allowing multiple users to interact with visualizations in real time, and can be integrated with existing JavaScript networking libraries to offer this functionality. Figure 13 demonstrates an application that uses the Networked A-Frame component (an abstraction layer over WebRTC and WebSockets), and its default avatars, and shows two users interacting with a visualization. Users in such a collaborative VR space have access to all available interactions provided by <VRIA>. In addition, <VRIA>'s API can instead be used with lower-level networking libraries such as Socket.IO and the aforementioned WebSockets and WebRTC. A description of any updates, resulting from any interactions that have been made is passed between <VRIA> instances. These messages synchronize the current view between multiple clients. 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have so far presented our motivations for developing <VRIA> using standards-based Web technologies, along with our framework's visualization creation workflow, implementation architecture, and features demonstrated through use cases. In this section, we focus on limitations, and future work.
Visualization Types. <VRIA> currently supports Cartesian plots where data points are represented in a bar graph or scatter plot structure. The range of possible encoding channels that these plots support, beyond x, y and z, allows for the visualization of high dimensional datasets. The ability to add custom marks and encoding channels, as well as being able to alter a chart's appearance make these two underlying chart structures remarkably versatile and suitable for a wide variety of use-cases. However, we plan to add support for other coordinate systems (eg. geographical/spherical) to facilitate a wider range of data visualization use-cases.
Data model. <VRIA> currently supports tabular data formatted as JSON or CSV. We plan to support other data types such as hierarchical, network and relational data models, to create visualizations such as node-link diagrams. We also plan to extend current mechanisms to support GeoJSON and TopoJSON.
User Experience (UX). <VRIA> supports the development of IA experiences by developers of different expertise levels. Regardless of the effort to make <VRIA> as user-friendly as we can perceive, our evidence on the UX associated with using our framework is limited. We have previously evaluated IA experiences, produced with previous versions of <VRIA> in terms of the resulting UX [6] . Students have also used the current <VRIA> version in undergraduate Computer Science final-year projects successfully, for prototyping a variety of IA demonstrations, similar to our use cases. Finally, we make <VRIA> publicly available for the visualization community to use and wish to conduct a longitudinal assessment of our framework's UX, from the points of view of developers and end-users of the experiences.
Visual vocabulary for Immersive Analytics. A challenge that transcends all flavors and underlying technologies of IA, is devising a suitable visual vocabulary for VR/MR worlds, that facilitates the visualization pipeline. Bearing in mind the usage patterns of IA systems in VR/MR can be very different to traditional approaches, there is a need to determine and evaluate mechanisms for displaying data in immersive ways. <VRIA> facilitates this investigation due to the aforementioned synergy with visualization libraries, as well as due to the plethora of interface devices it supports from the outset, and with a common codebase.
Future Development. In addition to the aforementioned enhancements in supported visualization types and coordinate systems, we also plan to offer other features in the future. As discussed in subsection 5.3, we aim to extend the features of our vis config to support advanced data transforms akin to those supported by Vega-Lite. This addition would enhance <VRIA>'s linked view capabilities especially, by enabling transforms such as aggregation, binning and other more advanced filtering operations. The <VRIA> builder currently offers a more streamlined approach to visualization creation by enabling the creation of visualizations without leaving the browser. We would like to extend the builder's functionality to offer users the possibility of prototyping visualizations completely inside VR, building up a vis config without the need to remove the headset between iterations, similar to what DXR offers with their in-situ GUI.
One significant extension that we have already started to explore is to expand <VRIA>'s capabilities into XR. The use of the term 'XR' in our context is akin to that of the W3C, denoting alternative immersive technologies (i.e., VR/MR/AR) [18] . Our prior preliminary investigations have utilized marker-based registration using Vuforia, within the Argon4 browser [52] , and AR.js [53] . At this stage of <VRIA>'s evolution we have integrated the latter which works with mobile and desktop browsers, demonstrating <VRIA>'s consumability (besides the aforementioned Builder), as the output of our framework is directly included in a typical AR.js set-up. We plan to extend <VRIA>'s XR capabilities with more registration mechanisms in the future, while maintaining our conformance to standards-based Web technologies. The WebVR community is already exploring different registration solutions, which can be easily integrated with <VRIA> via the DOM. <VRIA> is also supported in the Microsoft Edge browser on the Hololens without any reliance on third-party AR software.
LESSONS LEARNED
<VRIA> evolved over the period of three years, growing from a simple, single, stand-alone A-frame visualization application of a 3D bar chart [5] , to the current framework. During the creation, usage and evaluation of early <VRIA> versions [4] , [6] , [8] , we encountered several technical challenges that directed the evolution of our framework. In this section we discuss the lessons learned from addressing these challenges, and provide guidance for the development of suchlike, Web-based frameworks. Here we have used a Hiro marker to provided a reference for AR.js to render a 3D bar chart visualization of the BEIS UK energy consumption data set. It shows energy consumption across 4 sectors from 1970-2016.
VRIA synergies for Visualization
As we have experienced during the development of all of <VRIA>'s versions, the synergistic use of established visualization libraries, such as D3.js, with <VRIA> can be an enabler for the visualization community, allowing more opportunities for investigations and application development. Likewise, the same applies when we consider libraries that introduce XR capability on Web-based solutions, such as AR.js. For example, we have been using D3.js seamlessly with <VRIA>, such as for our scatter-plot component displayed in Figure 12 . In that regard, our experience from developing and using [6] <VRIA> strengthens our belief that this synthesis of standards-based tools, over the HTML DOM, is a strong foundation for immersive data visualizations. Moreover, <VRIA> and its outputs can be interoperable, or even consumed by other popular tools, such as say Vistrates [16] via the DOM, resulting in hybrid systems that push the boundaries of immersive data visualization [7] .
Accessibility vs Performance
As discussed in subsection 5.6, <VRIA> and similar Web-based tools face important trade-offs between pervasiveness, ease of use and performance. The use of libraries, such as Three.js, A-Frame, and React, simplifies development and usage, especially for novice users. However, as these libraries are incrementally added on top of WebGL, and due to the thin-client model and singlethreaded nature of JavaScript, they introduce some performance barriers. This challenge required us to implement, over time, performance optimizations to ensure <VRIA> applications could maintain adequate frame rates when rendering large datasets with real-time interactions, including those on less powerful devices such as smartphones. For instance, as our component trees grew more complex, and the need to pass data down to deeply nested components increased, we integrated Redux, one of the many state management solutions available for use in JavaScript applications. Since its inclusion, Redux has simplified the flow of data through <VRIA> applications, resulting in a cleaner code base. Overall, as our intention with <VRIA> is to facilitate quick prototyping of IA experiences, we opted for openness and ease of use, while ensuring adequate performance.
Inevitably, although <VRIA> fulfills its purpose as Web-based tool for building varied, shareable, distributable and consumable IA experiences, when it comes to rendering high number of data points it can not compete, in terms of performance, with game-engine based systems due to the aforementioned limitations. For <VRIA>, and similar systems, to achieve higher performances, they needs to operate closer to the WebGL level, and thus without abstraction layers such as the one offered by A-Frame, or general purpose state management mechanisms such as Redux. In this regard, in future versions of <VRIA> we endeavor to work at the Three.js level, as well as replace Redux with a bespoke state-management system. In addition, optimizing rendering mechanisms, such as via mesh and geometry merging to reduce draw calls, akin to the approach taken by Stardust [42] and IATK [40] would allow us to render more points with improved rendering performance.
Web Standards and maturity
Lastly, it is important to emphasize that standards-based Web technologies for VR and MR are inevitably not as mature as those found in the game engine ecosystem. WebVR (soon to be WebXR) is an experimental technology whose standards are constantly adjusting as it develops and matures. Browser support for WebVR is forever changing and software that relies on browser APIs to display VR/MR content requires frequent updates as a result. This problem is not limited to the Web, as native desktop applications often need to be updated to support new versions, as well as their dependencies. However, as VR/MR enabling technology on the Web is changing so rapidly, and the ecosystem is currently very volatile, new software and existing libraries need to constantly adapt. This is, and will continue to be, an important consideration that developers need to take into account, before they choose to build their software using experimental, bleeding-edge technologies and emerging standards such as WebVR/XR.
We therefore acknowledge that Web-based standards-based immersive technologies are just past their infancy, and it may take some time until they mature, become established and are easily deployable. Limitations such as providing low-level access to capabilities such as positional sensing, computer vision and context awareness may not be evident in VR, but emerge in other XR flavors [28] . Nevertheless, we believe that their potential for VR/MR-based IA is significant and therefore worth the effort to explore them and utilize them in analytical scenarios.
CONCLUSION
We present <VRIA>, a framework for building Immersive Analytics solutions in VR, using standards-based Web-technologies. <VRIA> is built using WebVR, A-Frame and React. The resulting VR solutions can be experienced through a WebVR-compliant browser on a variety of devices, ranging from smartphones to HMDequipped desktop computers. <VRIA> uses a declarative format for specifying visualization types through simple configuration files, simplifying visualization prototyping, data binding and interaction configuration. We elaborate on <VRIA>'s visualization creation workflow that provides different development paths for novice, intermediate and expert developers. The workflow makes optional use of a dedicated visualization builder, a Web-based interface that enables developers to easily prototype immersive analytics experiences and export their visualization configurations. These configurations can be further customized via the <VRIA> API to create new immersive depictions. We also present a series of use cases that demonstrate the functionality and versatility of <VRIA>. Finally, we discuss current limitations and expand on future work.
As the interest in immersive data visualization increases, there is a clear need to investigate and devise appropriate visualization techniques, tailor-made for immersive 3D graphical environments. Indeed, the question of what works effectively in 3D immersive visualization built with modern technologies, in terms of data visualizations and the corresponding interaction techniques, remains outstanding. We believe that <VRIA> is in a position to facilitate such investigations, as it allows researchers to deploy their experimental set-ups though a Web-browser in a variety of devices, and consequently increase participation and data-collection opportunities. <VRIA> is free and open source, and available at https://github.com/vriajs.
